
Valeria Stefani  

11/08/1996 SCHIO (VI)  

Via Pacinotti 7 

Schio 36015 (VICENZA) ITALY  

+39 331 4411081 

stefanivaleria@hotmail.it  

 PROFESSIONAL  HIGH SCHOOL STAGE, SUMMANO’S VETERINARY, SCHIO (VI)  

 EXPERIENCE  2014  

BARMAN, CAFÈ MADRID, PADOVA (PD)  

2016-2017  

CURRICULUM VITAE: VALERIA STEFANI  

PROFILE  Passionate and motivated italian optometrist seeking new 

challenges in her field of work.   

I’m very positive and optimistic: everyone told me that I’m kind of 

sunny.   

I’m a blood donator.  

I have the driving license.   

Things that I love:   

• Discovering other countries and meeting other people  

• Travelling   

• Animals and nature  

• Children   

EDUCATION  
2010-2015 HIGH SCHOOL “G. ZANELLA” (SCHIO)  

Relevant courses: Latin and Ancient Greek   

Relevant projects: a project about the ecological footprint of humans;  

EuroMaster (meetings about european organization)  

GPA: 81/100  

  

2015-2018 UNIVERSITY OF OPTICS AND OPTOMETRY (PADOVA)  

Relevant courses: Contactology (OrthoK, SCL, RGP, Multifocal, Scleral  

Lens,..), Optometry (Myopia Control, Vision Training,..), Ocular anatomy,  

Ocular fisiology, ocular patology  

Thesis: New tools in rigid contactology: scleral lenses  

GPA: on 12/07/2018  

  

COURSES  
Dry eye: the management of the problem (PD)  

EurOK 2017 (Ve)  

Tear film problem solving (PD)  

Contact lenses materials (PD)  

Alcon: how it works? (PD)  



OPTICIAN AND CONTACTOLOGIST, STUDIO OTTICO STEFANI, SCHIO (VI) 

2017-  

UNIVERSITY STAGE, OTTICA MENEGHINI, PADOVA (PD)  

27/02/2018-27/04/2018  

   

OTHER  

EXPERIENCES  

LUXEMBOURG  

2013  

I had won the Euromaster contest, so I went in Luxembourg to understand better how the 

European system works.  

  

LANGUAGES  ITALIAN  

Mother tongue  

ENGLISH  

B2   

REFERENZE  
STUDIO OTTICO STEFANI  

Via Portico Sareo, 1 (Schio) VI  

0039 0445525592  

OTTICA MENEGHINI  

Via Tiziano Aspetti (Padova) PD 0039 

049 605675  

PIETRO GHELLER  

He’s my university contactology professor and thesis supervisor.   

INTERESTS  I’m very intrested in music and art: I played the flute for many years and now I play the 

guitar.   

I love animals and nature: the city where I was born and where I live is sourrounded by 

woods, so I think that’s why I feel so connected with nature and all its creatures. I’ve always 

had animals since I was very young.   

Another passion that characterizes me is travelling: when I travel I don’t search for luxury, 

but rather the true essence of where I am. My dream has always been to see the Everest and 

Himalaya, so two years ago I decided to go there. I packed a large backpak and I went one 

week in Nepal and one week in Tibet, where I saw Everest and the base camp. I promise 

myself to go back there one day.   
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https://www.google.it/search?ei=v6gsW_rdJsKLmwXK_ZyoCg&q=ottica+meneghini&oq=ottica+meneghini&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l7.164618.166702.0.166980.16.10.0.0.0.0.451.1141.0j1j1j1j1.4.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..12.4.1139...0i67k1j0i131k1.0.BKYunNAUxEY

